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Background

Method

In 2009/2010 students from Former Yugoslavia represent 5 % of
the total of students and 22% of foreign students in the postcompulsory education in Switzerland (OFS 2011). They are
overrepresented in vocational education and training (VET) and
under-represented in baccalaureate school. Thus, we observe
an unequal distribution by nationalities and social origins in the
Swiss education system that is characterized by an early (and
most of the time definitive) tracking.

The data collection is based on a mixed method design
(qualitative and quantitative). The use of the “Swiss Panel
LIVES Calendar” will be a common tool in both qualitative and
quantitative parts.

Two principal research questions
This thesis project focuses on post-compulsory educational
trajectories given that it’s the moment of schooling when
individuals can “choose” between different education programs.
A What

are the differences between educational
trajectories of young adults from Kosovo and from other
origins?
• Educational choices
• Dis/continuity of trajectories
• Gendered trajectories
B What are the main factors and resources of influence in

the selection processes of post-compulsory education for
the second generation from Kosovo?
In line with the life course perspective, we will pay special
attention to the moments of educational bifurcation, of
orientation, of choices.
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Methodological Design
In-depth Qualitative Interviews
and “Swiss Panel LIVES
Calendars”
•50 young adults (age between of 18-25)
•Living in Geneva or Vaud
•Born in Switzerland or arrived before the
age of 10
•Parents are immigrants from Kosovo

LIVES Database and
“Swiss Panel LIVES Calendars”
•400 young adults (age between of 15-35)
•Living in Switzerland
•Born in Switzerland or arrived before the
age of 10
•Albanian speaking parents (FormerYugoslavia)

Qualitative Interviews with
Experts
•4 interviews with experts of the Kosovar
community in Geneva and Vaud
•2 interviews with experts of educational
systems of Geneva and Vaud

Comparative Group
•LIVES Database and “Swiss Panel
LIVES Calendars” of 200 non-Kosovar
young adults
•In-depth qualitative interviews and “Swiss
Panel LIVES Calendars” of 10 nonKosovar young adults (similar socioeconomic status)

Results
Typology of educational
trajectories of the second
generation from Kosovo in
Switzerland and identification
of influent factors and
resources
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First results
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•The influence of early tracking during the lower secondary
education on choices after the compulsory education
•The impact of family circumstances (economic precariousness,
unemployment and illness of parents, etc.)
•The parental willingness of school support vs. the lack of
concrete school support from parents
•The uncertainty of precarious legal status during family life
history
(Extra-Europeans,
asylum
seekers,
refugees,
undocumented, etc.)
…But for most of interviewees, a relative impact on
achieving a post-compulsory degree .
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